Reproducibility is a defining feature of a scientific discovery. Reproducibility can be at different levels for different types of study. The purpose of the Human Cell Atlas (HCA) project is to build maps of molecular signatures of all human cell types and states to serve as references for future discoveries. Constructing such a complex reference atlas must involve the assembly and aggregation of data from multiple labs, probably generated with different technologies. It has much higher requirements on reproducibility than individual research projects. To add another layer of complexity, the bioinformatics procedures involved for single-cell data have high flexibility and diversity. There are many factors in the processing and analysis of single-cell RNAseq data that can shape the final results in different ways. To study what levels of reproducibility can be reached in current practices, we conducted a detailed reproduction study for a well-documented recent publication on the atlas of human blood dendritic cells as an example to break down the bioinformatics steps and factors that are crucial for the reproducibility at different levels. We found that the major scientific discovery can be well reproduced after some efforts, but there are also some differences in some details that may cause uncertainty in the future reference. This study provides a detailed case observation on the on-going discussions of the type of standards the HCA community should take when releasing data and publications to guarantee the reproducibility and reliability of the future atlas.
Introduction
The Human Genome Project (HGP) has provided a complete list of virtually all nucleic acid sequences of the human genome [1, 2] . Such a list, together with the annotations completed by HGP as well as follow-up projects like ENCODE, provided a fundamental reference for current biological and medical studies on human [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] .
The reference is a blueprint program for all cells in a human body. Not all cells in the same human body implement the program in the same way, and it is crucial to understand the genomic, transcriptomic, epigenomic, proteomic and metabolomics characteristics of all different types of cells at different time and organs to build a completing understanding of the human body in health and diseases. The Human Cell Atlas (HCA) program initiated from 2016 is the worldwide collaborative effort toward this goal [9, 10] . The program was largely enabled by the recent development of single-cell genomics, especially single-cell RNA-sequencing (scRNA-seq) technology. It provides efficient ways to measure the expression of thousands of genes in each of thousands to millions single cells [11] . Other single-cell technologies like single-cell ATAT-seq, single-cell Hi-C, single-cell metabolomics and technologies for single-cell resolution spatial transcriptomics are also under rapid development [12] [13] [14] [15] [16] . These single-cell technologies provide detailed observations on cells from multiple angles. They convert a biological cell to a data point in the high-dimensional space of multiple omics vectors. Cells that belong the same cell type or share similar molecular signatures may occupy a closed or open region in the high-dimensional space as clusters or distributions, and cell developments and state transitions can be reflected as linear or nonlinear trajectories in the space or in a certain subspace.
As a large-scale fundamental scientific program, HCA shares many features with HGP. But HCA has many unique and more challenging characteristics. Unlike the HGP which as a very specific and well-defined goal from the very beginning, for
HCA, specifying what should be the essential defining components of the cell atlas and how they should be represented is one of the key questions to be answered by the program. There is a quick accumulation of publications on single-cell genomics studies in different human tissues [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . They brought many advancements in the study of our immune systems, neuron systems, etc and also in early embryonic development. Some of these data and discoveries are becoming the earliest parts of the future human cell atlas. The most typical form of these discoveries are novel cell types or subtypes that have physiological or pathological importance, and gene expression markers of the discovered cell types [20, 22, 23] . Usually the discoveries are described in the published papers and supplementary materials, and some authors also release their raw or processed gene expression matrix data. There are major ongoing efforts in the HCA community for building Data Coordination Platforms to serve as future banks for HCA data [24] . Multiple steps of bioinformatics processing and high-level analysis are involved in all single-cell studies. The bioinformatics methods are usually described in the supplementary materials of published papers as they do for wet-lab protocols, mostly for the readers to understand what they have done. Most readers read the method parts to find hints to help their work on in-house data, without strong interests in reproducing published results. Many factors in the bioinformatics can have dramatic influences in the analysis of single-cell data, but a comprehensive guideline for how such factors should be documented and controlled for HCA has not been available yet.
After several attempts to work on the data of some recent work in this field, we realized that reproducing the final results from the original data can often be a challenging task. This may not imply any flew in the published work, but usually the information provided is not sufficient for reproduction. To study the major factors in bioinformatics pipelines that can influence various results, and the level of disclosure that is necessary to guarantee full reproducibility, we chose a well-documented recent publication on the atlas of human blood dendritic cells [23] as an example to conduct a breakup reanalysis on the data. The level of details provided with this paper is among the most sufficient ones in recent publications in this field.
We found that with this level of details disclosed, the major scientific conclusion can be well reproduced, but still with noticeable differences in some potentially important details. This detailed case study provides experimental observations to support the design of guidelines and standards of the HCA community on the documentation and quality control of bioinformatics pipelines.
Results
The original paper updated the taxonomy of human blood dendritic cells (DCs) and monocytes by finding new cell types in a single-cell study of ~2400 cells. In brief, they identified a new subtype of DC (named DC5), a new subdivision of a known subtype of DC (named DC2 and DC3), the existence of a conventional dendritic cell (cDC) progenitor, and two additional subtypes of monocytes by collecting and analyzing scRNA-seq data of 768 DCs and 372 monocytes derived from a healthy individual. The existence of these cell types are further confirmed in a subsequent study of additionally cells. They also studied the function of these newly discovered cell types and revealed the relationship between some of them. We mainly focused on the new discoveries on the taxonomy of the DCs in this reproduction experiment, i.e., the discovery of DC5 and the separation of previously known CD1C+ to the new subtypes DC2 and DC3 ( Figure 1A ).
The original paper had provided not only the expression data matrix, but also detailed information on the bioinformatics pipeline they used, including description of the analyzing procedures and the computer codes for the key analyzing steps. With all these materials, the reproduction procedure is quite straightforward, except for a few minor bugs that need to be fixed (see Supplementary Materials) [25] . Figure 1B shows a diagram of the bioinformatics pipeline we adopted in this experiment according to the description in the original paper and supplementary file.
show the comparison of the t-SNE plot obtained in the reproduction experiment ( Fig.1D ) and the original one (Fig.1C ). The major discovery that the DCs are of 6 clusters is well re-discovered. The two sets of clusters can be well aligned except some confusion between clusters DC2 and DC3, and a few tiny confusions between several other clusters. The relative relations of the 6 clusters are also mostly recovered, except that the new cluster DC5 is shown to have closer relations to the cluster DC2, which is not shown in the original t-SNE map. (Note that the t-SNE map does not preserve global distance information so differences in the overall layout of the plot do not indicate inconsistency [26] [27] [28] .)
The major noticeable difference between the reproduced result and the original one is the separation of DC2 and DC3. Figure 2A and 2C show the comparison of the two heatmaps, drawn with the selected marker genes of each cluster with discriminating power of AUC>=0.85. The reproduction experiment assigned more cells to DC2 and less cells to DC3. From the enlarged heatmap ( Figure 2B ), we can see that the boundary between DC2 and DC3 on the marker genes are quite blurred. The slight differences in the clustering boundaries affected the identification of marker genes (There can also be other factors that caused the difference, see Supplementary   Materials ). To see how differences in cluster assignments would affect downstream analyses, we conducted standard differential expression genes (DE gene) analysis.
Identifying DE genes is an old but still challenging question in single cell studies. Different methods can give quite different results [29, 30] . Here we adopted the 'one vs the rest' strategy and selected DE genes based the AUC score as in the original paper. The table in Figure 2D summarizes the numbers of marker genes discovered for each cluster in the original paper and in the reproduction experiment. We can see although most of the marker genes ranked on the top are shared in the two experiments, the two gene lists do have some differences. The list of marker genes and their expression distributions in the two studies are shown in the Supplementary
Materials.
We conducted a step-by-step comparison of the reproduction experiment with the original experiment to pinpoint the factors that can cause the observed differences.
The detailed description and analysis of these steps are provided in the Supplementary Materials. Figure 3A (the original Figure 3B ), they showed the relations of the 4 monocyte clusters with the 6 DC clusters. Figure 3B shows the same analysis in the reproduction study. The relationship among mono1, mono2, mono3 and mono4 are basically preserved, but it is interesting to notice that with the presence of the monocyte cells, the DC5 cluster in the original study became connected with DC2, but it becomes separated from DC2 in the reproduction.
The original paper recruited 10 independent donors to confirm the existence of AXL +SIGLEC6+ cells ("AS DCs"), and used Figure 3C Figure 3D shows the reproduction result. We can see the although the two t-SNE maps seem not identical, but the relationships revealed between the clusters are consistent, including the observed closeness of the AS DCs to the DC5 cluster. Figure 4A (original Fig.6G) showed that the BPDCN cells are mixed with DC6 cells in the PCA map. This result was generated using 174 out of 269 BPDCN cells. Since neither the final list of the used cells nor the filtering details were provided, we first used all 269 BPDCN cells to do the reproduction. In Figure 4B , we can see that cells from the 4 BPDCN patients are scattered aside the DCs in the map. They are close to DC6 but not mixed with it.
We observed that the overall layout of the BPDCN cells are quite scattered, which also causes the 6 DC clusters squeezed, but some of the BPDCN cells seem to form a denser cluster which tend to be closer to DC6 than the more scattered ones. We therefore removed those scattered BPDCN cells as suspected low quality cells and redid the PCA (see supplementary for details). After this removing step, we got a similar PCA map where BPDCN cells are mixed with DC6 as in the original result.
We noted that the description on the bioinformatics processing was less detailed for this part of the experiment than for the data used in the major discovery part in the original paper. Although we managed to get a similar result, this reproduction was achieved mostly by guessing and retries.
Discussions
Single-cell genomics studies involve multiple steps of bioinformatics processing, including filtering of cells and selection of genes for quality control, batch-effect correction, normalization and dimension reductions for extracting major information, clustering, visualization and marker selection, etc. Some of the steps may need to be ran more than once and need to be adapted according to the data and the specific question. Due to the nature of variability between many biological problems and between single-cell genomics technologies, it may not be feasible to fix a "standard" bioinformatics pipeline. Therefore, providing standard descriptions of the pipeline with sufficient details is crucial for the reproducibility. Through this detailed reproduction case study, we observed that the extraordinarily detailed information of the bioinformatics procedures provided in the selected work has guaranteed the reproduction of the major scientific discovery, but still there are some unneglectable differences in the reproduced results. Some of the differences can be due to version changes of some third-party packages, and some may still be due to insufficient record or description in some minor details. Some seemingly subtle inaccuracies in the early and intermediate steps of processing may cause noticeable differences in the downstream results.
The HCA program is just at its beginning phase. All the current exciting discoveries based on single-cell genomics are just the beginning of the footstone construction of the future skyscraper. This distinguishes HCA projects with other single-cell studies that aim for only answering specific scientific questions. The construction of the full atlas will be done by joint efforts of many labs throughout the world, and it may span years or even decades. New discoveries are the focus of each individual publication, but the data used to support the discoveries are what accumulate in HCA, which will become part of the reference atlas for all future studies. The level of differences between results we observed in this case study can be subtle in terms of the major scientific discovery, but such tiny differences will be enlarged when the data act as part of the earliest footstones in the construction. There have been many recent discussions on conventions that are needed for journal publications to guarantee the reproducibility of scientific discoveries [31] [32] [33] . From the observations of this case study, it is evident that an even higher standard of reproducibility is needed for HCA as a reference for future sciences. guarantee all results we got can be reproduced again by a third-party, we have created a notebook recording all details of the bioinformatics processing together with the corresponding live codes. Such efforts for guaranteeing reproducibility can serve as examples for all HCA projects. We propose building more stringent guidelines and standards on the information that need to be provided along with publications for projects that will be taken as part of the HCA program. And a mechanism of systematic third-party reproduction validation should be introduced.
Data Availability
All results and the major bioinformatics processing are described in the Supplementary File. Data used in this reproduction and a jupyter notebook with all details of the reproduction are available at https://github.com/XuegongLab/HCAreproducibility.
